
Your # 1 option for superior high quality outdoors image booth rentals, selfie booth rentals, glam filter photo
cubicles and occasion photography services in the Los Angeles and Orange Region Area. Make your event
remarkable and also fun with our streamlined touchscreen interface, instant printing & viral social sharing.
Photobooths are an incredible enhancement to almost any event: weddings, birthday celebrations, corporate
events, as well as much more. Your Viral PhotoBooth for Rental fee has actually been handcrafted locally in
Orange County, as well as your cubicle graphics and screens are all custom made. Your cubicle includes lots of
great Instagram style filters, expert lights and a lots of excellent top quality backdrops to pick from. We have had
the pleasure of offering numerous clients, using image cubicle services in the Los Angeles and also Orange County
area, as well as we look forward to making your next occasion absolutely unique. With Superb Props & Premium
Graphic Layouts we offer you Excellent Service with a Smile. Figure out why we are your best selection for a Picture
Cubicle Employ in Orange County.

What Are the Photo History Choices?

There are numerous background options to select from, simply go to the Backdrops web page to see what is
readily available. The image backdrop is the curtain that hangs behind the visitors. We have one of the best photo
booth backdrop selections in all of Los Los Angeles and Orange County.

How does the photo booth work?

Get in the cubicle with a prop, touch the display and after that choose color or black & white photos.

The system will certainly take a collection of shots, as well as count down for each and every picture, enabling
sufficient time for a fast outfit change.

What comes consisted of in each plan?

Every plan comes with:

Unrestricted kip down the cubicle

A touch display interface, option of creative filters

Studio Equipment for even as well as intense lighting, despite having larger teams

A personalized 4 x 6 theme or dual 2x6 picture strips

Free distribution as well as set up

A wide range of props and outfits.

An option of curtains as well as image backgrounds

A custom web galley with all the pictures uploaded after the event

A friendly assistant with two decades of technological experience

The amount of prints comes included in each bundle?

It is limitless turns, and each turn will produce one 4 x 6 print copy or dual 2 x 6 strips.



To have even more prints, a lot of large occasions opt for dual 2 x 6 strips as well as in that instance there would
certainly be dual duplicates for each and every turn

If guests desire an additional duplicate of the print, or a reprint, we sell those for $3 throughout the event.

Visitors can email and text their photos after each turn.

After the occasion visitors can download the original image from a site gallery.

Just how do you book a picture cubicle?

Complete your details on the reservation web page or email us luckyfrogphotos@gmail.com

You will certainly be emailed a billing.

The amount of days do you require before booking?

At-least a few days would certainly be optimal for the best outcomes.

Is there a down payment required?

There is no down payment required to book, simply click booking to fill out the type.

Suppose my venue requires proof of obligation insurance policy.

Not a problem, we can send you a duplicate of our responsibility insurance policy to please the venue demand.

What is a still hour as well as how is billed?

Most occasions have a period of down time, and also in the image booth organisation this is described as an "still
hour"

An idle hr is luckyfrogphotos billed at $75 for that hr.

Example: you have a four hr occasion with a one hour break in the center.

You would certainly reserve for 3 hours as well as add an addition "idle hour" at a lower price of $75.

Does the cubicle demand electric outlets?

We do need one electric 110v, power electrical outlet.

Just how much room do you require?

For the open air plan, leave a 10 foot square area to arrangement.

What makes our cubicle special?

A sleek touch screen user interface with custom-made designs offers even more options for your visitors.

https://www.luckyfrogphotos.com/


We have a selection of props included in each bundle.

We use excellent quality digital photography gear as well as printing material.

Our photo booth rental bundles are mobile and can be easily changed to fit your certain occasion needs. An open
air image booth can suit a big groups easily, which is excellent for catching couples in addition to groups of close
friends. The Lucky Frog group is dedicated to our customers so every photo booth service comes standard with a
personalized attendant. He will certainly certainly connect with your visitors as they take pictures and make sure
every little thing goes efficiently.

Every occasion is unique as well as one-of-a-kind so in order to produce long-term memories, we concentrate our
attention on the small details that genuinely make a distinction. Along with the on-line gallery of the design
template shots, we give all the high resolution files after the event, published to a customized web gallery. Below
at Lucky Frog we take satisfaction in our top quality of work, as well as using only specialist level tools and also
modern technology we constantly produce awesome images that will wow all of your guests for many years to
come.

Consider a Los Angeles outdoors picture booth leasing for your following unique occasion from Fortunate Frog
Image Cubicle. Our high-end wedding photo cubicles for hire are simple, look fantastic and offer a truly unique
experience for you and also your visitors. Furnished with a high resolution electronic camera, a touch screen
monitor and easy to use custom layout, your outdoors picture cubicle leasing will give your visitors hrs of
enjoyment. Break some foolish faces or strike a pose-- the possibilities are unlimited! And also with fantastic
functions like fun props or a fantastic choice of premium backgrounds, you can develop an unique keepsake to
hold onto for a lifetime. Reserve our extravagant photo cubicle bundles for your baby shower or wedding shower.


